State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Disposition of Complaint 14-055
Judge:

Clancy Jayne

Complainant: Anonymous
ORDER
Several anonymous complaints alleged that a justice of the peace engaged in
improper conduct in soliciting sponsors for a radio show and engaging in other selfpromotional activity.
The responsibility of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially
determine if the judge engaged in conduct that violated the provisions of Article 6.1
of the Arizona Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct and, if so, to take
appropriate disciplinary action. The purpose and authority of the commission is
limited to this mission.
After review, the commission found that there is not clear and convincing
evidence of ethical misconduct and thus concluded that the judge did not violate the
Code in this case. The commission approved sending the judge a warning letter
regarding the judge’s website and other self-promotional activity. Pursuant to a
finding allowing for discretionary disclosure under Commission Rule 9(c), that
warning letter is available to the public. The complaint is dismissed pursuant to
Rules 16(b) and 23(a).
Dated: August 22, 2014
FOR THE COMMISSION
/s/ Louis Frank Dominguez
Hon. Louis Frank Dominguez
Commission Chair
Copies of this order were mailed
to the complainant and the judge
on August 22, 2014

This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge.
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August 22, 2014

CONFIDENTIAL
Hon. Clancy Jayne
Desert Ridge Justice Court
18380 N. 40th St., Ste. 130
Phoenix, AZ 85032
Re: Case No.: 14-055
Dear Judge Jayne:
The Commission on Judicial Conduct reviewed the complaints filed against you, and as the
enclosed order reflects, decided to dismiss the matter and send you a public warning letter
pursuant to Commission Rules 9(c) and 16(a).
The members of the commission determined that clear and convincing evidence of a
violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct that would warrant the imposition of a sanction
does not exist at this stage. The commission is concerned, however, regarding several
aspects of your conduct raised through this case.
First, your response to the Commission, dated June 10, 2014, unequivocally stated, “we will
remove from the website any solicitation for new sponsors until such time as Western
Justice is brought back to the airwaves.” You also indicated that you will notify the
Commission prior to restarting your Western Justice Show. Commission staff has received
no such notification, and as of August 8, 2014, when the Commission considered this
matter, you had not yet removed the solicitation as you promised two months prior. The
Commission expects that you will comply with your promise no later than August 31, 2014,
and remove solicitations for sponsorships from your website.
Second, your website contains an open invitation for any member of the public to contact
you directly, and specifically states, “Ask Clancy Jayne Anything” on your contact page. An
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open solicitation for communications implicates both Rules 1.2 and 2.9 of the Code of
Judicial Conduct. Your invitation opens the door to solicitations for legal advice and
improper ex parte communications. You are urged to either remove this broad-based
invitation from your website or to clarify that you cannot answer legal questions or engage
in ex parte communications concerning pending or impending cases that violate Rule 2.9 of
the Code of Judicial Conduct.
The members are certainly aware that, as an elected judge, you are permitted to engage in
promotional conduct as part of a campaign for reelection. At the same time, as a judge and
judicial candidate, you are subject to the Code of Judicial Conduct. We encourage you to be
mindful of your duty to maintain the integrity, impartiality, and independence of the
judiciary in all that you do, including self-promotional campaign activity.
Your taking the above action is necessary to bring your judicial practice into conformity
with ethical standards – which require not just the absence of actual unethical behavior but
also avoiding the appearance of impropriety. Please note, however, that such action would
also protect you against inadvertently ruling on cases which might, unbeknownst to you,
involve parties who had previously contacted you, who had provided you campaign
contributions or who had provided sponsorship to your Western Justice program. Most
importantly, it would protect you against the appearance that you had invited current or
future parties to attempt to so influence you. Thus, this warning is designed not only to
protect the integrity of the state judiciary as a whole, but also to protect your own
reputation as a justice of the peace.
This letter is intended to serve only as a warning against potential future misconduct. It
does not constitute any type of sanction. The members nevertheless determined that this
letter should be made public in light of your prior public discipline concerning your website
(Cases No. 11-155 and 12-104) and improper ex parte communications (Cases No. 11-050
and 11-159).
Our file concerning this complaint is now closed.
Sincerely,
/s/ Louis Frank Dominguez
Louis Frank Dominguez
Commission Chair
JP/kw
Encl.

